In Numrich and Reid's 1998 proposal [17], Coarray Fortran is a simple set of extensions to Fortran 95, principal among which is support for shared data known as coarrays. Responding to shortcomings in the Fortran Standards Committee's addition of coarrays to the Fortran 2008 standards, we at Rice envisioned an extensive update which has come to be known as Coarray Fortran 2.0 [15] . In this paper, we chronicle the evolution of Coarray Fortran 2.0 as it gains support for asynchronous point-to-point and collective operations. We outline how these operations are implemented and describe code fragments from several benchmark programs to show we use these operations to hide latency by overlapping communication and computation.
While our proposed primitive for asynchronous point-to-point communication is one sided, we propose and justify a two-sided design for asynchronous collective operations. An integral part of our design for asynchronous operations is a uniform mechanism for determining when they have completed.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides a brief summary of our prior design for Coarray Fortran 2.0. Section 3 presents the design of our new language asynchronous primitives that enable communication to be overlapped with computation. Section 4 describes how these features are used in some example application kernels. Section 5 provides a sketch of how we have implemented these features in our CAF 2.0 prototype. Section 6 discusses related work and we conclude in Section 7.
Background
To make this paper self-contained, we briefly summarize the overall structure of Coarray Fortran 2.0 (CAF 2.0) described in earlier work [15] . CAF 2.0 differs significantly from the coarray-based extensions being incorporated into Fortran as part of the 2008 standard. While Fortran 2008 focused on adding the minimum new features to provide some support for parallelism, CAF 2.0 takes a rather different approach, adding a richer set of features to provide what we believe is a productive parallel programming model. Below we outline the key abstractions that CAF 2.0 adds to Fortran: event_init(event e) event_notify(event e) event_wait(event e) event_trywait(event e, logical success) event_getid(event e, integer(8) id) Figure 1 . CAF 2.0 event API.
• process subsets, known as teams, which support coarrays, collective communication, and relative indexing for pairwise operations • topologies, which augment teams with a logical communication structure • dynamic allocation/deallocation of coarrays and other shared data pointers, allocatable coarrays, and dynamic allocation of coarrays with locally-scoped names team-based coarray allocation and deallocation global pointers, which are essential for representing and traversing distributed linked data structures • enhanced support for synchronization for fine control over program execution safe and scalable support for mutual exclusion events, which provide a safe space for point-to-point synchronization split-phase barriers for overlapping communication and computation • collective communication • a memory model that enables one to trade ease of use for performance
Most of these ideas are inspired by features in MPI [24] and Unified Parallel C [5] . These features provide a core for comprehensive support for parallelism in Fortran.
A clear omission in the feature set above is support for multithreading, which is necessary for exploiting the full potential of multicore and manycore architectures. It is missing not because we don't think that it is important; but rather because we have not yet explored the underlying implementation considerations that will be important for producing an appropriate design.
In this paper, we augment this feature set with new support for both pairwise and collective asynchronous operations. This addition provides critical support for hiding communication latency by overlapping it with computation.
Events
Events were previously described elsewhere [15] ; we review their semantics here to provide context for their use to signal the completion of asynchronous operations. We originally conceived events as a mechanism to support point-to-point synchronization.
For that purpose, one allocates one or more event scalars or arrays. Figure 1 shows the operations on events with the types of their arguments and return values. One can think of an event as a counting semaphore. One must invoke event init to initialize the count to zero before any other operation. An event notify increments an event's count. Waiting for an event will delay until a process image can atomically decrement an event's count from a value greater than zero. event trywait is a non-blocking operation that will attempt to atomically decrement an event's count from a positive value; it will set the logical variable success to indicate whether it succeeded or not. Additionally, every event has associated with it a 64-bit unique ID. The event ID may be retrieved via a call to event getid. Although event IDs are not needed by other operations on events, as we explain in Section 3.5, these IDs make it possible for one to operate on sets of events. Typically, events are used as a one-way synchronization channel between process image pairs; one process notifies the event and the other awaits notifications; however, it is also possible for multiple notifications to accumulate in a single event and have a process wait for them all together, such as waiting on NSEW neighbors in a stencil calculation. As described in the next section, when used in conjunction with asynchronous communication, an event need not be a coarray.
Asynchrony in CAF 2.0
In this section, we describe the design of the language features in Coarray Fortran 2.0 for supporting asynchrony and latency hiding. We start with the predicated asynchronous copy, a one-sided pointto-point non-blocking communication. Then, we discuss support for asynchronous collective operations. We finish the section by discussing function shipping as a mechanism for executing a function on a remote image.
Models of asynchrony
In Coarray Fortran 2.0, we support two models of synchrony. In the explicit model, we post an event to signal that an operation has completed. This unifies the design and eliminates the need for handles which other approaches require. Further, it allows an expert user to write an event-driven processing loop that can receive and react to any event that is notified from among a set of expected notifications, making use of the Coarray Fortran 2.0 eventset primitives described in Section 3.5.
Alternatively, one can use the implicit model. Here, rather than signaling an event when the operation is complete, we provide synchronization to programmers via a dynamically scoped, nestable finish block. All asynchronous operations within a finish scope are guaranteed to be finished before exiting the finish block. We note that this concept of finish blocks is from the X10 programming language [22] . Each finish block is associated with a specific team, which may be omitted to have the the runtime supply TEAM DEFAULT. Note that only implicit operations are guaranteed to be complete at the close of a finish block; explicit operations are allowed to escape.
Predicated asynchronous copy
On large-scale parallel systems, hiding communication latency is essential if a program is to achieve high performance. In studies with the HPC Challenge RandomAccess and FFT benchmarks, we quickly recognized the need for asynchronous data copies to overlap communication with computation. In the benchmark codes, we initially identified the need to overlap computation with streaming writes of remote data. In particular, we wanted to issue a nonblocking PUT to remote data and notify the consumer awaiting the data when the PUT is complete; while this communication and synchronization are in flight, we want to continue with local computational work. Later, we identified a similar need to overlap a GET communication with computation and determine when the GET completes. We realized that under many circumstances a compiler might not be able to determine that it is safe to transform a GET or PUT into a non-blocking form and overlap it with computation. In particular, it can be very difficult to determine that a GET or PUT could be overlapped with a procedure call without changing a program's semantics in the case when code is being separately compiled. We realized that programmers know what communication can and should be overlapped with computation, and what CAF needs is a suitable language construct to make it possible to express such asynchronous communication.
As communication latency. In addition, their design included implicit memory fences at subroutine boundaries to avoid having a GET or PUT operation, in flight at a procedure call, cause data races with accesses by a callee to the target coarray [17] . A challenge was to create a design for adding asynchronous copies to CAF that enables application programmers to: (1) express that reading or writing of remote coarray data may be overlapped with computation; (2) make it possible to determine when such asynchronous operations are complete; (3) have the language constructs be sufficiently general to allow an application to await completion of pending asynchronous operations in any order; (4) make the completion of asynchronous operations orthogonal to program scopes, i.e. an application need not await completion of asynchronous operations within the same routine in which they are issued; completion may be requested at any point in the future by any routine whatsoever; and (5) provide a syntactic construct that is easy to use.
To satisfy these criteria, we designed the asynchronous copy primitive shown in Figure 2 . In our design, copy async is a statement rather than a subroutine in CAF 2.0. Both the source and destination of the copy must be coarray references. The source and destination may be scalar values, whole arrays, or array sections. Either may refer to local or remote coarray data. The events ev before and ev after respectively indicate that the source data is ready to copy and that the write of the destination data is complete. In the implicit asynchrony model, ev after is not specified and an end finish statement blocks until the write is complete.
The copy async primitive is quite expressive. It can be used for local-to-local, remote-to-local, local-to-remote, or remote-toremote copies. A local-to-local copy async could be used to hide the latency of a local copy operation by having it executed asynchronously by another core or a DMA engine. A typical use of a remote-to-local copy would be for an asynchronous prefetch. If one specifies the optional ev before event, the copy will not execute until ev before is notified; this enables an application developer to specify a predicated prefetch that will not begin execution until the source data is available. A typical use of a local-to-remote copy async is to export to a remote node values that have just been computed, such as depositing boundary layer data into a ghost region on a remote processor. While copy async supports remoteto-remote copies for completeness, we don't have a compelling case for this use at present.
Asynchronous collective operations
Although they are widely used in parallel applications, the current Fortran 2008 draft standard does not include collective operations; therefore, we previously proposed a set of synchronous collective operations [15] . In this paper, we propose adding two-sided asynchronous collective operations to Coarray Fortran 2.0. When designing asynchronous collectives for a language with one-sided communication, one may ask why not to use a one-sided design. A two-sided design provides us two benefits. First, it enables each processor to have explicit control of how many collective operations may be pending on that processor at a time. Second, each processor has the flexibility to control buffer allocation and specify where incoming results should be placed. Table 1 shows the collective operations we propose adding to Coarray Fortran 2.0. There are two purposes for collective operations: communication and synchronization; we discuss each of these in turn.
Communication
Depending on the types of collected data output, there are three kinds of collective communication. First, in all-toone collective communication like team reduce async and team gather async, the result is gathered by one process (named root). Second, in one-to-all collective communication like team broadcast async and team scatter async, the root process sends data to all processes. Third, all-to-all communication like team allgather async, team allreduce async, and team alltoall async have all processes participate in sending and collecting data.
Since processes can only know about coarray data on the other processes, there is a chain of data exchange between processes. Some collective communication like team reduce async for MIN and MAX operations are replication oblivious, which means contributions from an image can be processed more than once without changing the result. These collectives can be implemented efficiently with the log(P ) depth dissemination pattern [8] . Nonreplication oblivious communication such as team gather async and team scatter async can be implemented with a tree algorithm.
Unlike asynchronous copy, we do not support predication for asynchronous collective communication. While this would be straightforward to implement, we have yet to identify a use case for which it would be desirable.
Synchronization
Asynchronous barriers, also known as split-phased barriers, have been known and studied for a long time now [7] . Their semantics are straightforward: One API call declares that an image has completed all work intended to precede the barrier, and a second API call awaits the work of other images to be complete. Between the two calls, each processor may perform an arbitrary amount of other work that does not need to touch values that might yet still be changed by other processes before the barrier in progress is complete.
Asynchrony in barriers is useful for two main reasons. The classical purpose of split-phased barriers is to tolerate asynchrony between process images. With normal barriers, if an image completes all of its work for one stage of a computation, it is blocked until the other images complete their work as well. Lack of asynchrony tolerance manifests itself as idling at the barrier. Split-phased barriers allow the synchronization latency to be overlapped with work initiated between the initiation of the barrier and its completion, which reduces idling.
Second, it allows the overhead of performing the barrier itself to be overlapped by useful computation. This is important because barrier synchronization can be quite expensive. Table 1 shows the Coarray Fortran 2.0 runtime interface for the asynchronous barrier. To wait for the barrier, one simply invokes event wait on the event supplied to team barrier async or closes the surrounding finish block.
Function shipping
Another way to achieve high performance on large-scale parallel systems is to co-locate computation with remote data. In the SPMD programming model, the standard owner-compute approach partitions data and the responsibility for its computation among processes. In practice, however, it may occur that a locally-originated request for computation needs to read and write remote data. In this situation, the process could copy remote data to local memory, update it locally, and write the data back. Alternatively, it can send a closure that specifies a function and any necessary arguments to the remote image for execution in its own locality domain. The first approach suffers from the overhead of two round trips of communication. The second, though it reduces communication overhead, requires the programmer to code for the computation on the remote process, separating it from its logical origin. This could make the program more obscure and harder to maintain.
Function shipping in CAF 2.0 solves this dilemma by enabling a program to send computation to a remote process while preserving the consistency of logical and physical code. As shown in Figure 3 , a spawn statement causes a subroutine or function to be executed on a target remote node. Semantically, coarray function arguments reference data on the remote node; local data arguments are carried to the remote node. When a function has a non-void return value assigned to a coarray variable on remote process, it is forwarded to that process directly. In our design, any function or subroutine can be executed on a remote node. Return values of spawned functions are only guaranteed to be available after the immediately enclosing finish statement ends or when the caller-specified event is signaled.
Event sets
Because we expect to use events as the basis of our asynchronous point-to-point and collective communication operations, it is important that they be sufficiently flexible and expressive. In particular, we need to support multi-event manipulation functionality akin
Initialize a freshly allocated eventset eventset add Add a single event to an eventset eventset addarray
Add an array of events to an eventset eventset remove
Remove a single event from an eventset eventset destroy
Remove all events from an eventset and reclaim resources associated with it Table 2 . Eventset API for manipulating events in the set.
to the capabilities of the Berkeley sockets select statement [25] and the MPI WAITANY and WAITSOME functions [24] that await completion of asynchronous send or receive operations. Logically, an eventset is a set of ordered tuples event, count , where count is the number of times that event has been observed to trigger within an eventset API call, and is used for fairness purposes as detailed below. Table 2 details the API for initializing and destroying, and adding and removing elements from an event set. The parameter supplied to eventset init receives a handle to the newly initialized eventset; this handle is then used as an input for the rest of the eventset API statements. It is an error to use an eventset handle after calling eventset destroy: The eventset is no longer initialized. Table 3 presents the portion of the eventset API that deals with notifying or waiting on sets of events. The statements eventset waitall and eventset notifyall wait for and signal, respectively, every event associated with the set. The eventset waitany statement checks each event associated with the list to see if that event has triggered. When it finds one, it increments the trigger count associated with the event and resorts the list of tuples so as to avoid starvation even in the case where a single node is triggered with high frequency. Returning the ID of the triggered event allows the caller to know which event was triggered and react appropriately. eventset waitany fair behaves similarly to eventset waitany; however, only those events with the fewest trigger counts are considered. This is useful in cases where at each stage of an algorithm, it is necessary to process each of several asynchronous events exactly once. Without this, the same effect could be obtained by maintaining a pair of eventsets, current and next, and explicitly migrating events from current to next as they come in and are processed. Once current is empty, swap the sets. Here, a small addition to the API dramatically increases programmer convenience and productivity for this case.
Statement Description eventset waitany
Wait until one event has triggered, checking in priority order eventset waitany fair Wait until one of the events with the least number of recorded triggers has triggered eventset waitall
Wait until all events have triggered eventset notifyall Notify all events Table 3 . Eventset API for manipulating events.
CAF 2.0 asynchrony in practice
This section presents examples from our CAF 2.0 implementations of several benchmark kernels that highlight how we use the asynchronous primitives we propose.
HPC challenge benchmarks
The HPC Challenge Benchmark suite [13, 20] is a collection of kernels, each with different sensitivities to computational throughput, memory latency, memory bandwidth, communication latency, and communication bandwidth. The aim of this benchmark suite is to bound the performance of real applications by including representative kernels at various extremes. Because of the diverse characteristics of these kernels, they have been a proving ground for parallel programming models in the form of the HPC Challenge Awards Competition-Class 2 Most Productivity [12] .
Here, we present snippets from CAF 2.0 implementations of the HPC Challenge RandomAccess, Fast Fourier Transform (FFT), and High Performance Linpack (HPL) benchmarks.
RandomAccess
The HPC Challenge RandomAccess benchmark evaluates the rate at which a parallel system can apply updates to randomly indexed entries in a distributed table of 64-bit words. Each table update consists of generating a random index into the table and performing a read-modify-write operation on the selected table entry. To map this code onto a parallel system, each processor independently performs a subset of the updates to the global table.
On distributed-memory parallel systems that lack hardware support for shared memory, fine-grain operations on remote data are expensive. To develop a high performance implementation of RandomAccess in CAF 2.0, we exploit a property of the Class 2 RandomAccess benchmark specification [11] that allows processors to work on bunches of 1024 updates at a time. Each CAF process image generates a batch of 1024 indices of table locations to be updated and then uses log P rounds of bulk communication in a hypercube-like pattern to route each update to the appropriate process image co-located with the table index being updated. Finally, each process image locally applies updates to its section of the distributed table. Figure 4 shows a snippet of our CAF 2.0 implementation of a kernel for routing updates to their proper target process images. The code uses three coarrays: a communication buffer (fwd) and two arrays of events (received and delivered). A copy async operation is used to copy a batch of updates from a slab in the fwd buffer on the local process image into a slab of the fwd buffer on process image partner. The copy async operation is predicated to wait on event received(i), which means that the remote buffer is empty and available: The remote image removed data delivered to it in round i in the last invocation of subroutine route and acknowledged its receipt by signaling received(i) on the process image that provided the data. After the copy async delivers its data into the remote buffer, it signals the event delivered(i) [ split operation in the next iteration of the loop. After that computation finishes, each process image has to wait for the delivery of its incoming batch of updates that was initiated asynchronously by its communication partner in the previous iteration of the loop. Here, copy async provides just the right abstraction to simplify communication pipelining across iterations of the routing loop.
We have also built an alternate kernel that applies fine-grain updates using function shipping. This kernel is used in our RandomAccess implementation to perform element-wise verification. Figure 5 shows a snippet of the fine-grain update kernel. While we perform local updates with standard read-modify-writes, we implement updates that target off-node table indexes with function shipping that tells the compiler that computation should be performed on process pe. Since the compiler knows table is a coarray, it is evaluated to the correct address on remote process when entering the subroutine. buffer(i) is shipped to remote process because it is declared as a regular array, not a coarray. We note that, although the whole body of subroutine apply global updates is enclosed within a finish block, multiple rounds of finish operation will be executed since the kernel will call the subroutine at each round of update. Explicit call to advance async is not needed because the remote update will happen when processes are waiting at the end of finish block. We note that using one finish operation for the whole kernel computation is probably a better choice for performance; however, we present here its use in multiple rounds to better illustrate the usage of finish and spawn.
FFT
The HPC Challenge FFT (Fast Fourier Transform) benchmark measures the ability of a system to overlap computation and communication while calculating a very large Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT). Our FFT implementation uses a radix 2 binary ex- change formulation that consists of three parts: permutation of data to move each source element to the position that is its binary bit reversal, local (in-core) FFT computation for as many layers of the DFT calculation as all fit in the memory of a single processor, and remote DFT computation for layers that span the cores of multiple images. Figure 6 shows a snippet of the code used to perform the crosscore DFT computation. The main processing loop is strip mined to divide the complex data into a series of blocks so that while one block is being processed, the previous one can be communicated in parallel to a partner image. The code uses four coarrays: one (c) contains two generations of in-process DFT data, and three are coarrays of events. Of these, ready to copy indicates that an image has reached the point where it is ready to cooperate with its partner in calculating the DFT for a particular level, copied indicates that one round of DFT data has been computed and transferred to to partner image, and prefetch indicates that a block of data has been retrieved from the partner images and is ready to be processed.
Examining the l loop, we see that each image notifies its partner that it is ready to calculate the "butterfly" at a level by calling event notify on ready to copy. It then waits for the partner to be ready as well , calling event wait on ready to copy. This essentially effects a pairwise barrier between the two images. Each image then proceeds to request the data from its partner that it will need to compute this level; copy async is used here for the prefetching. We note that this prefetch is predicated on the data having reached the partner image from the previous round; this takes advantage of the ev before parameter for copy async. A prefetch event supplied to copy async is signaled when the data retrieval is complete.
Turning to the outer loop, we see that for each block of data, we wait until it has been retrieved by calling event wait on the prefetch event. Then, after the data is processed, we use another copy async to send the completed data back to the image's partner for use in a subsequent round. Here, there is no need for a predicate on the copy async: We have already computed the data. Using copy async instead of a simpler put operation here allows transferring the block of data to proceed in parallel with computing the next block.
Although it is not shown here, we note that we could have used an eventset on the prefetched data. The eventset waitany fair call is perfectly suited for processing each of the prefetch blocks exactly once. This would be useful for the case where blocks arrive out of order.
HPL
The HPC Challenge High Performance Linpack (HPL) benchmark measures a system's ability to deliver high throughput floating point computation when solving a dense system of linear equations. Our CAF 2.0 implementation of HPL implements a sophisticated tiling of the computation, capable of varying both the logical topology used to organize processor cores, as well as the width of data panels used by the processor cores. The matrix of equations is distributed in block-cyclic fashion onto a processor grid organized as one or two dimensions. The block size of the data distribution is determined by the width of data panels preferred by the processor cores. The choice of the block size has significant impact on the node performance of the benchmark. An ideal block size is large enough to achieve high performance while updating the trailing matrices, but small enough to maintain a good load balance for scalability.
To improve performance of benchmark, we use a dual panel structure for factorization. This increases parallelism in factorization and enables us to overlap communication latency with computation by using team broadcast async to communicate panels. An asynchronous broadcast of a panel is initiated after the panel is factored. A broadcast gets an opportunity to advance each time advance async is invoked. Processors in the column team responsible for the next panel along the critical path start updating and factorizing that panel as soon as they receive the previous panel. The broadcast of each panel is overlapped with the update of the trailing matrix using previously factorized panels and the computation of the next panel factorization. An event wait is performed to finish a team broadcast async.
Implementation

Asynchronous progress engine
The asynchronous progress engine is a key piece of machinery in the Coarray Fortran 2.0. It implements cooperative multithreading, message-based parallelism in support of asynchrony. There are two main design decisions here: cooperative vs. preemptive multithreading , and message-based (single-threaded) parallelism vs. process-based (separate threads) parallelism. For the first of these decisions, we note that the standard advantages apply here [19] : By not using interrupt-driven multithreading, we avoid reentrancy problems in both the Coarray Fortran runtime as well as the libraries on which it is built; we avoid the overhead of context switching; and we simplify user code as it does not need to worry about these concerns. For the second concern, we share the opinion of Lauer and Needham [14] that both options are equally viable 2 . However, given that the support for multithreading is limited on the BlueGene/P, one of our target platforms, it is simpler to avoid reentrancy altogether and use a message-based system.
With these design decisions in mind, the implementation of the progress engine is fairly straightforward. We maintain a linked list of the asynchronous operations that are currently pending. Associated with each operation is the data structure shown in Figure 7 . In it, status is an indicator of the current state of the operation, and may be any of ASYNC UNINITIALIZED, ASYNC INPROGRESS, or ASYNC COMPLETE. The progress fxn field is a progress function, invoked on behalf of the operation whenever the progress engine is active. Finally, async state data is a placeholder for operationspecific data.
Implementing asynchronous operations
To implement an asynchronous operation in the Coarray Fortran 2.0 runtime, one performs the following steps. First, one decomposes the operation into a series of nonblocking steps, and builds a finite state machine that can effect the transitions between 2 The same arguments that apply to operating system internals apply equally to the internals of a language runtime. Figure 7 . Asynchronous progress engine: operation data. these steps appropriately. Next, one couples this progress function with operation-specific data in a call to async register, which inserts the operation into the linked list of pending operations. Finally, after initializing data for the operation, the last step is to toggle the operation's state from ASYNC UNINITIALIZED to ASYNC INPROGRESS.
Scheduling of asynchronous operations
The asynchronous progress engine is invoked automatically within the context of many Coarray Fortran 2.0 runtime method implementations; however, the user may invoke it directly via the advance async statement.
Although not yet implemented, compiler support will eventually automatically insert this statement in translated code.
There are many potential scheduling policies that we could use when the progress engine is invoked. For now we have implemented two of them; further exploration of the scheduling policies is deferred as future work. In the first scheduling policy, we walk the list of pending asynchronous operations and for each, repeatedly call its progress function so long as it indicates progress is being made. Upon reaching the end of the list, we restart from the beginning so long as progress was made for at least one of the pending operations. The second scheduling policy is the same as the first, except the list is not restarted when reaching the end.
Both policies are aggressive in trying to accomplish as much of the asynchronous work as possible when the progress engine is invoked. The decision of which policy to use, therefore, is an assessment of the extent to which asynchronous operations are likely to be part of the critical path for applications.
Asynchronous collective operations
Our implementation of asynchronous collectives is in its infancy. In this section, we describe the implementation of two asynchronous collectives that we have already implemented. Implementation of remaining primitives in Table 1 will follow.
Broadcast
In the Coarray Fortran 2.0 runtime system, we implemented a split-phase asynchronous broadcast algorithm. The algorithm is binomial tree based and therefore has logarithmic time complexity. All process images in a team make a call to the collective operation, making broadcast a two-sided primitive.
Our implementation of the split-phase asynchronous broadcast supports multithreading. Each thread performs an asynchronous operation on a state machine consisting of multiple states shown in Figure 8 . Each processor involving the broadcast operation starts with state INIT where initialization of parameters is performed and buffer space for incoming data is allocated if necessary. Each processor then enters state WAIT RECV. This indicates that the processor may have not received the data and in this case it will return to perform local computation. As soon as a processor receives the data, it initiates an asynchronous operation for each of its successors in the multiple stages of the binomial tree. The processor then enters state WAIT SEND. Meanwhile each of the newly registered asynchronous operations runs on a separate and simpler state machine, waiting for receiving buffer address from a successor and sending the data to the successor. The processor returns to the main state machine at the state REPLY after all the asynchronous operations it initiated finish. Each processor entering state REPLY sends an acknowledgement to its predecessor and changes to state WAIT REPLY where it makes sure all its successors have received the data it sent out. In the final state DONE, processors deallocates local buffers, calls event notify, and marks the operation ASYNC COMPLETE.
Split-phased barriers
Under the hood, the barrier we implement for the Coarray Fortran 2.0 async barrier is the same sense-reversing dissemination barrier that the regular, synchronous barrier uses. Asynchrony is implemented through our asynchronous progress engine. In particular, a progress function for the asynchronous barrier checks each time it is invoked whether the partner flag is set for the current level of the dissemination tree. If so, it moves to the next round and sets the partner's flag for that round. Once the last round of the barrier is complete, the progress function transitions to a done state in which it notifies the event associated with the barrier and marks the operation as complete on this image.
Function shipping
Coarray Fortran 2.0's Function Shipping makes use of the asynchronous progress engine to ship computation to remote image. Every spawned call will be converted into an async record t struct and added to remote process's asynchronous operation list. The procedure is executed when the progress engine is invoked.
The compiler generates a structure for each spawn call to hold the arguments passed to that call. A pair of functions to marshal and demarshal arguments are also be generated. Arguments to the original function are marshaled into the structure and assigned to the async state data field in the asynchronous operation data structure. The compiler also creates a wrapper subroutine for the function being spawned, which will first demarshal arguments and call the original function. This wrapper subroutine serves as a progress function to be invoked by the progress engine.
As a special case, when the function being shipped is intrinsic, or when it contains neither loops nor procedure calls, we skip using the asynchronous progress engine. Instead, such functions are executed within an Active Message (AM) handler on the remote process. Return values assigned to local variables are sent back using the AM reply.
Event sets
Internally, eventsets are maintained as a linked list of event/ count tuples sorted by count. When an event is added to an eventset, it is assigned an initial trigger count of zero. It is then inserted in the list just after the last list node with a count of zero; this sets up initial FIFO ordering in the list. Table 3 presents the portion of the eventset API that deals with notifying or waiting on sets of events. The eventset waitany statement walks the list of events, checking each one to see if it has triggered via a call to event trywait. When it finds one, it increments the trigger count associated with the event and then resorts the list, positioning the triggered node after any others with the same count. eventset waitany fair behaves similarly to eventset waitany; however, rather than walking the entire list, it checks only those events whose trigger counts match that of the head node. Finally, eventset waitall and eventset notifyall walk the list and wait for or signal each event, respectively.
Related Work
Hiding latency is well known to improve application performance. Some research projects have been devoted to transform code from blocking communication into overlapped communication and computation [6, 27] .
Asynchrony has been adopted in several modern languages. MPI 2.0 [24] has a range of nonblocking point-to-point communication operations such as MPI Isend but no nonblocking collectives. Introducing asynchrony or nonblocking features to broadcast in MPI has been studied by research groups [2, 10] to tolerate high communication latency. Some nonblocking collective communications in MPI have been introduced [9] .
Although X10 does not have collective communication constructs, its async statement can be used to emulate asynchronous collective operations [22] . Flat-X10 adds multi-place spawn processes [3] . Habanero's Phaser adds support for asynchronous collectives in X10 [23] . UPC supports primitive collective operations using an asynchronous remote method similar to Coarray Fortran 2.0's function shipping. Support for asynchronous collectives is still under proposal. GASNet implements a range of non-blocking collective operations such as broadcast, reduce, scatter, gather, exchange and allgather with performance comparable to or better than MPI [16] . Aspen supports asynchronous collective communication [1] . OpenCL has an asynchronous copy statement that signals an event upon completion [18]; our asynchronous copy primitive differs in that it is predicated.
Summary
As the gap between communication latency and computation speed becomes more and more significant, hiding communication latency is increasingly critical for program performance. We have presented new features in Coarray Fortran 2.0 to allow programmers to hide latency: asynchronous pair-wise communication with copy async, function shipping for asynchronous remote procedures, and a range of asynchronous two-sided collective operations. We have demonstrated that these new features can be elegantly integrated into three benchmarks: High Performance Linpack (HPL), Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) and RandomAccess kernels from the HPC Challenge benchmark set.
We have prototyped asynchronous features in our runtime. They depend on the asynchronous progress engine, machinery for cooperative multithreading, message-based parallelism. Although their performance is not yet at the level we would like, we are confident that they express the asynchrony primitives that are needed for high performance computation.
